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Fig. 1. Millimeter lines attributed to the l-C3H+ cation in the PDR (lower panels) and the dense core (upper panels) positions. The numbers above
each panel are the line rest frequencies in MHz. The spectra and the Gaussian fits are shown as black histograms and green curves, respectively.
The inferred rest frequencies are displayed as vertical dotted black lines for vlsr = 10.7 km s−1 and ±3σ noise levels as horizontal dotted red lines.
and small carbon grains to produce these hydrocarbons. Rimmer
et al. (2012) showed that using a column-dependent cosmic ray
ionization rate slightly improves the agreement between models
and observations in the Horsehead PDR. Ion-molecule reactions
with the C2H+ and C3H+ cations are thought to be the most im-
portant gas-phase channels to form small hydrocarbons (Turner
et al. 2000; Wakelam et al. 2010), but they have not yet been ob-
served in the interstellar medium. Constraining the abundances
of these intermediate hydrocarbon cations will shed light on the
formation routes of hydrocarbons.
In this paper, we report the first detection in the inter-
stellar medium of the l-C3H+ hydrocarbon cation toward the
Horsehead PDR (more precisely, at the peak of the HCO emis-
sion, Gerin et al. 2009). Section 2 describes the observations.
Sections 3 and 4 explain how we inferred the spectroscopic pa-
rameters associated with the set of unidentified lines, and why
we attribute these to l-C3H+. Section 5 discusses the determina-
tion of the l-C3H+ abundance and its chemistry.
2. Observations
The Horsehead WHISPER project (Wideband High-resolution
Iram-30 m Surveys at two Positions with Emir Receivers,
PI: J. Pety) is a complete unbiased line survey of the 3, 2,
and 1 mm bands that is being completed at the IRAM-30 m
telescope. Two positions are observed: 1) the “HCO peak”
(RA = 5h40m53.936s, Dec = −2◦28′00′′, J2000), which is
characteristic of the photo-dissociation region at the surface
of the Horsehead nebula (Gerin et al. 2009); and 2) the
“DCO+ peak” (RA = 5h40m55.61s, Dec = −2◦27′38′′, J2000),
which belongs to a cold and shielded condensation located
less than 40′′ away from the PDR edge, where HCO+ is
highly deuterated (Pety et al. 2007). The combination of
the new EMIR receivers and Fourier transform spectrometers
at the IRAM-30 m telescope yields a spectral survey with
unprecedented combination of bandwidth (36 GHz at 3 mm,
19 GHz at 2 mm, and 76 GHz at 1 mm), spectral resolution
(49 kHz at 3 and 2 mm; and 195 kHz at 1 mm), and sensi-
tivity (median noise 8.1 mK, 18.5 mK, and 8.3 mK, respec-
tively). A detailed presentation of the observing strategy and
data reduction process will be given in another paper. In short,
any frequency was observed with two diﬀerent frequency tun-
ings and the Horsehead PDR and dense core positions were
alternatively observed every 15 min. The total observing time
amounted to one hour per frequency setup and position.
In the analysis of the survey, we found an 89 mK line peak
around 89.957 GHz, that could not be associated to any transi-
tion listed in the common public catalogs: CDMS1 (Müller et al.
2001), JPL2 (Pickett et al. 1998), and splatalogue3. The observ-
ing strategy allowed us to rule out that the detected line is a
ghost line incompletely rejected from a strong line in the image
side band (the typical rejection of the EMIR sideband separating
mixers is 13 dB). Our search for an identification started with
the simplest assumption, i.e., the associated species is a linear
rigid rotor. The frequency of the transition (J + 1 → J) is then
given by
ν = 2B (J + 1), (1)
where B is the rotational constant. In this simple model, the ratio
of line frequencies depends only on the ratio of J + 1 values. We
thus could predict diﬀerent sets of frequencies to search for com-
panion lines associated to the same species, each set associating
a given J + 1 → J transition to the frequency of the detected
unidentified line, i.e., ∼89.957 GHz. The only set of frequencies
that consistently brings five other detected lines and two more
tentative detections less than 1 MHz from the frequency predic-
tions was the one which associates the 89.957 GHz unidentified
line to the J = 4 → 3 transition of a linear rigid rotor. Using the
WEEDS extension (Maret et al. 2011) of the GILDAS/CLASS soft-
ware4 (Pety 2005), we quickly ruled out the assignment of any
of the detected unidentified lines to other possible species be-
cause the potential candidate species were complex molecules
for which many other expected transitions were not detected in
the survey.
Figure 1 displays the spectra at the Horsehead PDR and
dense core positions of the consistent set of eight unidentified
lines, which lie in the millimeter frequency bands. Even though
the weather conditions, the pointing and focus corrections, and
the tuning setups were shared for the two observed positions,
the unidentified lines were detected with a profile, integrated
signal-to-noise ratio between 3 and 19 at the PDR position,
1 http://www.astro.uni-koeln.de/cdms/
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4 See http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS for more information
about the GILDAS softwares.
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Fig. 1. Millimeter li es attributed t the l-C3H+ cation in the PDR (lower panels) and the dense core (upper panels) positions. The numbers above
each panel are the line rest frequencies in MHz. The spectra and the Gaussian fits are shown as black histograms and green curves, respectively.
The inf rred re t frequencie are displayed as v rtical dotted black lines for vlsr = 10.7 km s−1 and ±3σ noise levels as horizontal dotted red lines.
and small carbon grains to produce these hydrocarbons. Rimmer
et al. (2012) show hat using a column-dependent cosmic ray
ionization rate slightly improves ag e ment between models
and b erv tions in the Horsehead PDR. Io -molecule reactions
with the C2H+ and C3H+ cations are thought o be the most im-
portant gas-phase channels to form small hydrocarbons (Turner
et al. 2000; Wakelam et . 2010), but they have not yet been ob-
served in the in erstellar edium. Cons raining the abunda ces
of thes intermediate hydrocarbon cati s will shed light on the
formation rout s of hydrocarbons.
In this paper, we report the first detection in the inter-
stellar medium of the l-C3H+ hydrocarbon cation toward the
Horsehead PDR (more precisely, at the peak of the HCO emis-
sion, Gerin et al. 2009). Section 2 describes the observations.
Se tions 3 and 4 explain how we inferred the spectroscopic pa-
rameters associated with the set of unidentified lines, and why
we attribute these to l-C3H+. Section 5 discusses the determina-
tion of the l-C3H+ abundance and its chemistry.
2. Observatio s
The Horsehead WHISPER project (Wideband High-resolution
Iram-30 m Surveys at two Positions with Emir Receivers,
PI: J. Pety) is a complete unbiased line survey of the 3, 2,
and 1 mm bands that is being completed at the IRAM-30 m
telescope. Two positions are observed: 1) the “HCO peak”
(RA = 5h40m53.936s, Dec = −2◦28′00′′, J2000), which is
char teristic of the photo-dissociation region at the surface
of the Horsehead nebula (Gerin et al. 2009); and 2) the
“DCO+ peak” (RA = 5h40m55.61s, Dec = −2◦27′38′′, J2000),
which belongs to a cold and shielded condensation located
less than 40′′ away from the PDR edge, where HCO+ is
highly deuterated (Pety et al. 2007). The combination of
the new EMIR receivers and Fourier transform spectrometers
at the IRAM-30 m telescope yields a spectral survey with
unprecedented combination of bandwidth (36 GHz at 3 mm,
19 GHz at 2 mm, and 76 GHz at 1 mm), spectral resolution
(49 kHz at 3 and 2 mm; and 195 kHz at 1 mm), and sensi-
tivity (median noise 8.1 mK, 18.5 mK, an 8.3 K, respec-
tively). A detailed pres ntation of the observing strategy and
data reduction process ill be given in another paper. In short,
any frequency was observed with two diﬀerent frequency tun-
ings and the Horsehead PDR nd dense core positions were
alternatively observed every 15 min. The total observing time
amounted to one hour per frequency setup and position.
In the analysis of the survey, we found an 89 mK line peak
around 89.957 GHz, that could not be associated to any transi-
tion listed in the common public catalogs: CDMS1 (Müller et al.
2001), JPL2 (Pickett et al. 1998), and splatalogue3. The observ-
g str tegy allowed us to rule out that the detected line is a
ghost line incompletely rejected from a strong line in the image
side band (the typical rejection of the EMIR sideband separating
mixers is 13 dB). Our search for an identification started with
the simplest assumption, i.e., the associated species is a linear
r gid rotor. The frequency of the transition (J + 1 → J) is then
given by
ν = 2B (J + 1), (1)
where B is the rotational constant. In this simple model, the ratio
of line frequencies depends only on the ratio of J + 1 values. We
thus could predict diﬀerent sets of frequencies to search for com-
panio lines associated to the same species, each set associating
a giv n J + 1 → J transition to the frequency of the detected
nidentified line, i.e., ∼89.957 GHz. The only set of frequencies
that consistently brings five other detected lines and two more
tentative detections less than 1 MHz from the frequency predic-
tions was the one which associates the 89.957 GHz unidentified
l e to the J = 4 → 3 transition of a linear rigid rotor. Using the
WEEDS extension (Maret et al. 2011) of the GILDAS/CLASS soft-
ware4 (Pety 2005), we quickly ruled out the assignment of any
of the detected unidentified lines to other possible species be-
cause the potential candidate species were complex molecules
for which many other expected transitions were not detected in
the survey.
Figure 1 displays the spectra at the Horsehead PDR and
dense core positions of the consistent set of eight unidentified
lines, which lie in the millimeter frequency bands. Even though
the weather conditions, the pointing and focus corrections, and
the tuning setups were shared for the two observed positions,
he unidentified lines were detected with a profile, integrated
signal-to-noise ratio between 3 and 19 at the PDR position,
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Fig. 1. Millimeter lines attributed to the l-C3H+ cation in the PDR (lower panels) and the dense core (upper panels) positions. The numbers above
eac panel are the lin rest frequencies in MHz. The spectra and the Gaussian fits are shown as black histograms and green curves, res ectively.
The inferred rest frequencies re displayed as ve tical otted bl ck lines for vlsr = 10.7 km s−1 and ±3σ noise levels as hor zontal dotted r lines.
and small carbon grains to produce these hydrocarbons. Rimmer
et al. (2012) showed that using a column-dependent cosmic ray
ionization rate slightly improves the agreement between models
and observations in the Horsehead PDR. Ion-molecule reactions
with the C2H+ and C3H+ cations are thought to be the most im-
portant gas-phase channels to form small hydrocarbons (Turner
et al. 2000; Wakelam et al. 2010), but they have not yet been ob-
served in the interstellar medium. Constraining the abundances
of these intermediate hydrocarbon cations will shed light on the
formation routes of hydrocarbons.
In this paper, we report the first detection in the inter-
stellar medium of the l-C3H+ hydrocarbon cation toward the
Horsehead PDR (more precisely, at the peak of the HCO emis-
sion, Gerin et al. 2009). Section 2 describes the observations.
Sections 3 and 4 explain how we inferred the spectroscopic pa-
rameters associated with the set of unidentified lines, and why
we attribute these to l-C3H+. Section 5 discusses the determina-
tion of the l-C3H+ abundance and its chemistry.
2. Observations
The Horsehead WHISPER roject (Wideband High-resolut on
Ira -30 m Surveys at two Positions with Emir Receivers,
PI: J. Pety) is a complete unbi sed line survey of the 3, 2,
and 1 mm bands that is being completed at the IRAM-30 m
telescope. Two ositions are observed: 1) the “HCO peak”
(RA = 5h40m53.936s, Dec = −2◦28′00′′, J2000), which is
characteristic of the photo-dissociat on region t the surface
of h Horseh d nebula (Gerin et al. 2009); and 2) the
“DCO+ pe k” (RA = 5h40m55.61s, Dec = −2◦27′38′′, J2000),
which belongs to a cold and shielded condensation located
less than 40′′ away from the PDR edge, where HCO+ is
highly deuterated (Pety et al. 2007). The combination of
the new EMIR receivers and Fourier transform spectrometers
at the IRAM-30 m telescope yields a spectral survey with
unprecedented combination of bandwidth (36 GHz at 3 mm,
19 GHz at 2 mm, and 76 GHz at 1 mm), spectral resolution
(49 kHz at 3 and 2 mm; and 195 kHz at 1 mm), and sensi-
tivity (median noise 8.1 mK, 18.5 mK, and 8.3 mK, respec-
tively). A detailed presentation of the observing strategy and
data reduction process will be given in another paper. In short,
any frequency was observed with two diﬀerent frequency tun-
ings and the Horsehead PDR and dense core positions were
alternatively observed every 15 min. The total observing time
amounted to one hour per frequency setup and position.
In the analysis of the survey, we found an 89 mK line peak
around 89.957 GHz, that could not be associated to any transi-
tion listed in the common public catalogs: CDMS1 (Müller et al.
2001), JPL2 (Pickett et al. 1998), and splatalogue3. The observ-
ing strategy allowed us to rule out that the detected line is a
ghost line incompletely rejected from a strong line in the image
side band (the typical rejection of the EMIR sideband separating
mixers is 13 dB). Our search for an identification started with
the simplest assumption, i.e., the associated species is a linear
rigid rotor. The frequency of the transition (J + 1 → J) is then
given by
ν = 2B (J + 1), (1)
where B is th rot tional constant. In this simple model, th ratio
of line freque cies depends only o the ratio of J + 1 values. We
t u could predict diﬀerent sets of frequencies to search for com-
panion lines associated to the same species, each set associati g
a g v n J + 1 → J transition to the frequency of the detect
u identified ne, i.e., ∼89.957 GHz. The only set of frequencies
t at consistently bri gs five ther detected lines and two more
tentative det ctions less t n 1 MHz from the frequency predic-
tions was the one which associates the 89.957 GHz unid ntifi
l ne to the J = 4 → 3 transition of a linear rigid rotor. Using the
WEEDS extension (Maret et al. 2011) of the GILDAS/CLASS soft-
ware4 (Pety 2005), we quickly ruled out the assignment of any
of the detected unidentified lines to other possible species be-
cause the potential candidate species were complex molecules
for which many other expected transitions were not detected in
the survey.
Figure 1 displays the spectra at the Horsehead PDR and
dense core positions of the consistent set of eight unidentified
lines, which lie in the millimeter frequency bands. Even though
the weather conditions, the pointing and focus corrections, and
the tuning setups were shared for the two observed positions,
the unidentified lines were detected with a profile, integrated
signal-to-noise ratio between 3 and 19 at the PDR position,
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Fig. 1. Millimeter lines attributed to the l-C3H+ cation in the PDR (lower panels) and the dense core (upper panels) positions. The numbers above
each panel are the line rest frequencies in MHz. The spectra and the Gaussian fits are shown as black histograms and green curves, respectively.
The inferred rest frequencies are displayed as vertical dotted black lines for vlsr = 10.7 km s−1 and ±3σ noise levels as horizontal dotted red lines.
and small carbon grains to produce these hydrocarbons. Rimmer
et al. (2012) showed that using a column-dependent cosmic ray
ionization rate slightly improves the agreement between models
and observations in the Horsehead PDR. Ion-molecule reactions
with the C2H+ and C3H+ cations are thought to be the most im-
portant gas-phase channels to form small hydrocarbons (Turner
et al. 2000; Wakelam et al. 2010), but they have not yet been ob-
served in the interstellar medium. Constraining the abundances
of these intermediate hydrocarbon cations will shed light on the
formation routes of hydrocarbons.
In this paper, we report the first detection in the inter-
stellar medium of the l-C3H+ hydrocarbon cation toward the
Horsehead PDR (more precisely, at the peak of the HCO emis-
sion, Gerin et al. 2009). Section 2 describes the observations.
Sections 3 and 4 explain how we inferred the spectroscopic pa-
rameters associated with the set of unidentified lines, and why
we attribute these to l-C3H+. Section 5 discusses the determina-
tion of the l-C3H+ abundance and its chemistry.
2. Observations
The Horsehead WHISPER project (Wideband High-resolution
Iram-30 m Surveys at two Positions with Emir Receivers,
PI: J. Pety) is a complete unbiased line survey of the 3, 2,
and 1 mm bands that is being completed at the IRAM-30 m
telescope. Two positions are observed: 1) the “HCO peak”
(RA = 5h40m53.936s, Dec = −2◦28′00′′, J2000), which is
characteristic of the photo-dissociation region at the surface
of the Horsehead nebula (Gerin et al. 2009); and 2) the
“DCO+ peak” (RA = 5h40m55.61s, Dec = −2◦27′38′′, J2000),
which belongs to a cold and shielded condensation located
less than 40′′ away from the PDR edge, where HCO+ is
highly deuterated (Pety et al. 2007). The combination of
the new EMIR receivers and Fourier transform spectrometers
at the IRAM-30 m telescope yields a spectral survey with
unprecedented combination of bandwidth (36 GHz at 3 mm,
19 GHz at 2 mm, and 76 GHz at 1 mm), spectral resolution
(49 kHz at 3 and 2 mm; and 195 kHz at 1 mm), and sensi-
tivity (median noise 8.1 mK, 18.5 mK, and 8.3 mK, respec-
tively). A detailed presentation of the observing strategy and
data reduction process will be given in another paper. In short,
any frequency was observed with two diﬀerent frequency tun-
ings and the Horsehead PDR and dense core positions were
alternatively observed every 15 min. The total observing time
amounted to one hour per frequency setup and position.
In the analysis of the survey, we found an 89 mK line peak
around 89.957 GHz, that could not be associated to any transi-
tion listed in the common public catalogs: CDMS1 (Mü ler et al.
2001), JPL2 (P kett t al. 1998), and splatalogue3. T e ob erv
ing strategy all wed us to rule out that th detec ed line is a
ghost line incompletely rejected from a stro g line in the image
side band (the typical rejection of the EMIR sid band separat g
mixers is 13 dB). Our search fo an identification started with
the simplest assumption, i.e., the associated sp cies is a linear
rigid rotor. The frequency of the transition (J + 1 → J) is th n
given by
ν = 2B (J + 1), (1)
where B is the r tational co sta t. In this simple model, the ratio
of line frequencies d pends only on the ratio of J + 1 values. We
thus could predict diﬀerent sets of frequencies to search for com-
panion lines associated to the same species, each set associating
a given J + 1 → J transition to the frequency of the detected
unidentified line, i.e., ∼89.957 GHz. The only set of frequencies
that consistently brings five other detected lines and two more
tentative detections less than 1 MHz from th frequency predic-
tions was the one which associates the 89.957 GHz unidentified
line to the J = 4 → 3 transition of a linear rigid rotor. Using the
WEEDS extension (Maret et al. 2011) of the GILDAS/CLASS soft-
ware4 (Pety 2005), we quickly ruled out the assignment of any
of the etected unidentified lines to other possible pecies be-
cause the potential candidate species were complex molecules
for which many other exp cted transitions were not detected in
the survey.
Figure 1 displays th spectra at the Horsehea PDR and
dense core positions of the consistent set of eight unidentified
lines, which lie in the millimeter frequency bands. Even though
the weather conditions, the poi ting and focus corrections, and
the tuning s tups were shared for the two observed positions,
th unidentified lines were detected with profile, integrated
signal-to- oise ratio be ween 3 and 19 at the PDR position,
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Fig. 1. Millimeter lines attributed to the l-C3H+ cation in the PDR (lower panels) and the dense core (upper panels) positions. The numbers above
each panel are the line rest frequencies in MHz. The spectra and the Gaussian fits are shown as black histograms and green curves, respectively.
The inferred rest frequencies are displayed as vertical dotted black lines for vlsr = 10.7 km s−1 and ±3σ noise levels as horizontal dotted red lines.
and small carbon grains to produce these hydrocarbons. Rimmer
et al. (2012) showed that using a column-dependent cosmic ray
ionization rate slightly improves the agreement between models
and observations in the Horsehead PDR. Ion-molecule reactions
with the C2H+ and C3H+ cations are thought to be the most im-
portant gas-phase channels to form small hydrocarbons (Turner
et al. 2000; Wakelam et al. 2010), but they have not yet been ob-
served in the interstellar medium. Constraining the abundances
of these intermediate hydrocarbon cations will shed light on the
formation routes of hydrocarbons.
In this paper, we report the first detection in the inter-
stellar medium of the l-C3H+ hydrocarbon cation toward the
Horsehead PDR (more precisely, at the peak of the HCO emis-
sion, Gerin et al. 2009). Section 2 describes the observations.
Sections 3 and 4 explain how we inferred the spectroscopic pa-
rameters associated with the set of unidentified lines, and why
we attribute these to l-C3H+. Section 5 discusses the determina-
tion of the l-C3H+ abundance and its chemistry.
2. Observations
The Horsehead WHISPER project (Wideband High-resolution
Iram-30 m Surveys at two Positions with Emir Receivers,
PI: J. Pety) is a complete unbiased line survey of the 3, 2,
and 1 mm bands that is being completed at the IRAM-30 m
telescope. Two positions are observed: 1) the “HCO peak”
(RA = 5h40m53.936s, Dec = −2◦28′00′′, J2000), which is
characteristic of the photo-dissociation region at the surface
of the Horsehead nebula (Gerin et al. 2009); and 2) the
“DCO+ peak” (RA = 5h40m55.61s, Dec = −2◦27′38′′, J2000),
which belongs to a cold and shielded condensation located
less than 40′′ away from the PDR edge, where HCO+ is
highly deuterated (Pety et al. 2007). The combination of
the new EMIR receivers and Fourier transform spectrometers
at the IRAM-30 m telescope yields a spectral survey with
unprecedented combination of bandwidth (36 GHz at 3 mm,
19 GHz at 2 mm, and 76 GHz at 1 mm), spectral resolution
(49 kHz at 3 and 2 mm; and 195 kHz at 1 mm), and sensi-
tivity (median noise 8.1 mK, 18.5 mK, and 8.3 mK, respec-
tively). A detailed presentation of the observing strategy and
data reduction process will be given in another paper. In short,
any frequency was observed with two diﬀerent frequency tun-
ings and the Horsehead PDR and dense core positions were
alternatively observed every 15 min. The total observing time
amounted to one hour per frequency setup and position.
In the analysis of the survey, we found an 89 mK line peak
around 89.957 GHz, that could not be associated to any transi-
tion listed in the common public catalogs: CDMS1 (Müller et al.
2001), JPL2 (Pickett et al. 1998), and splatalogue3. The observ-
ing strategy allowed us to rule out that the detected line is a
ghost line incompletely rejected from a strong line in the image
side band (the typical rejection of the EMIR sideband separating
mixers is 13 dB). Our search for an identification started with
the simplest assumption, i.e., the associated species is a linear
rigid rotor. The frequency of the transition (J + 1 → J) is then
given by
ν = 2B (J + 1), (1)
where B is the rotational constant. In this simple model, the ratio
of line frequencies depends only on the ratio of J + 1 values. We
thus could predict diﬀerent sets of frequencies to search for com-
panion lines associated to the same species, each set associating
a given J + 1 → J transition to the frequency of the detected
unidentified line, i.e., ∼89.957 GHz. The only set of frequencies
that consistently brings five other detected lines and two more
tentative detections less than 1 MHz from the frequency predic-
tions was the one which associates the 89.957 GHz unidentified
line to the J = 4 → 3 transition of a linear rigid rotor. Using the
WEEDS extension (Maret et al. 2011) of the GILDAS/CLASS soft-
ware4 (Pety 2005), we quickly ruled out the assignment of any
of the detected unidentified lines to other possible species be-
cause the potential candidate species were complex molecules
for which many other expected transitions were not detected in
the survey.
Figure 1 displays the spectra at the Horsehead PDR and
dense core positions of the consistent set of eight unidentified
lines, which lie in the millimeter frequency bands. Even though
the weather conditions, the pointing and focus corrections, and
the tuning setups were shared for the two observed positions,
the unidentified lines were detected with a profile, integrated
signal-to-noise ratio between 3 and 19 at the PDR position,
1 http://www.astro.uni-koeln.de/cdms/
2 http://spec.jpl.nasa.gov/
3 http://www.splatalogue.net
4 See http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS for more information
about the GILDAS softwares.
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Fig. 1. Millimeter li es attributed t the l-C3H+ cation in the PDR (lower panels) and the dense core (upper panels) positions. The numbers above
each panel are the line rest frequencies in MHz. The spectra and the Gaussian fits are shown as black histograms and green curves, respectively.
The inf rred re t frequencie are displayed as v rtical dotted black lines for vlsr = 10.7 km s−1 and ±3σ noise levels as horizontal dotted red lines.
and small carbon grains to produce these hydrocarbons. Rimmer
et al. (2012) show hat using a column-dependent cosmic ray
ionization rate slightly improves ag e ment between models
and b erv tions in the Horsehead PDR. Io -molecule reactions
with the C2H+ and C3H+ cations are thought o be the most im-
portant gas-phase channels to form small hydrocarbons (Turner
et al. 2000; Wakelam et . 2010), but they have not yet been ob-
served in the in erstellar edium. Cons raining the abunda ces
of thes intermediate hydrocarbon cati s will shed light on the
formation rout s of hydrocarbons.
In this paper, we report the first detection in the inter-
stellar medium of the l-C3H+ hydrocarbon cation toward the
Horsehead PDR (more precisely, at the peak of the HCO emis-
sion, Gerin et al. 2009). Section 2 describes the observations.
Se tions 3 and 4 explain how we inferred the spectroscopic pa-
rameters associated with the set of unidentified lines, and why
we attribute these to l-C3H+. Section 5 discusses the determina-
tion of the l-C3H+ abundance and its chemistry.
2. Observatio s
The Horsehead WHISPER project (Wideband High-resolution
Iram-30 m Surveys at two Positions with Emir Receivers,
PI: J. Pety) is a complete unbiased line survey of the 3, 2,
and 1 mm bands that is being completed at the IRAM-30 m
telescope. Two positions are observed: 1) the “HCO peak”
(RA = 5h40m53.936s, Dec = −2◦28′00′′, J2000), which is
char teristic of the photo-dissociation region at the surface
of the Horsehead nebula (Gerin et al. 2009); and 2) the
“DCO+ peak” (RA = 5h40m55.61s, Dec = −2◦27′38′′, J2000),
which belongs to a cold and shielded condensation located
less than 40′′ away from the PDR edge, where HCO+ is
highly deuterated (Pety et al. 2007). The combination of
the new EMIR receivers and Fourier transform spectrometers
at the IRAM-30 m telescope yields a spectral survey with
unprecedented combination of bandwidth (36 GHz at 3 mm,
19 GHz at 2 mm, and 76 GHz at 1 mm), spectral resolution
(49 kHz at 3 and 2 mm; and 195 kHz at 1 mm), and sensi-
tivity (median noise 8.1 mK, 18.5 mK, an 8.3 K, respec-
tively). A detailed pres ntation of the observing strategy and
data reduction process ill be given in another paper. In short,
any frequency was observed with two diﬀerent frequency tun-
ings and the Horsehead PDR nd dense core positions were
alternatively observed every 15 min. The total observing time
amounted to one hour per frequency setup and position.
In the analysis of the survey, we found an 89 mK line peak
around 89.957 GHz, that could not be associated to any transi-
tion listed in the common public catalogs: CDMS1 (Müller et al.
2001), JPL2 (Pickett et al. 1998), and splatalogue3. The observ-
g str tegy allowed us to rule out that the detected line is a
ghost line incompletely rejected from a strong line in the image
side band (the typical rejection of the EMIR sideband separating
mixers is 13 dB). Our search for an identification started with
the simplest assumption, i.e., the associated species is a linear
r gid rotor. The frequency of the transition (J + 1 → J) is then
given by
ν = 2B (J + 1), (1)
where B is the rotational constant. In this simple model, the ratio
of line frequencies depends only on the ratio of J + 1 values. We
thus could predict diﬀerent sets of frequencies to search for com-
panio lines associated to the same species, each set associating
a giv n J + 1 → J transition to the frequency of the detected
nidentified line, i.e., ∼89.957 GHz. The only set of frequencies
that consistently brings five other detected lines and two more
tentative detections less than 1 MHz from the frequency predic-
tions was the one which associates the 89.957 GHz unidentified
l e to the J = 4 → 3 transition of a linear rigid rotor. Using the
WEEDS extension (Maret et al. 2011) of the GILDAS/CLASS soft-
ware4 (Pety 2005), we quickly ruled out the assignment of any
of the detected unidentified lines to other possible species be-
cause the potential candidate species were complex molecules
for which many other expected transitions were not detected in
the survey.
Figure 1 displays the spectra at the Horsehead PDR and
dense core positions of the consistent set of eight unidentified
lines, which lie in the millimeter frequency bands. Even though
the weather conditions, the pointing and focus corrections, and
the tuning setups were shared for the two observed positions,
he unidentified lines were detected with a profile, integrated
signal-to-noise ratio between 3 and 19 at the PDR position,
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4 See http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS for more information
about the GILDAS softwares.
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Fig. 1. Millimeter lines attributed to the l-C3H+ cation in the PDR (lower panels) and the dense core (upper panels) positions. The numbers above
eac panel are the lin rest frequencies in MHz. The spectra and the Gaussian fits are shown as black histograms and green curves, res ectively.
The inferred rest frequencies re displayed as ve tical otted bl ck lines for vlsr = 10.7 km s−1 and ±3σ noise levels as hor zontal dotted r lines.
and small carbon grains to produce these hydrocarbons. Rimmer
et al. (2012) showed that using a column-dependent cosmic ray
ionization rate slightly improves the agreement between models
and observations in the Horsehead PDR. Ion-molecule reactions
with the C2H+ and C3H+ cations are thought to be the most im-
portant gas-phase channels to form small hydrocarbons (Turner
et al. 2000; Wakelam et al. 2010), but they have not yet been ob-
served in the interstellar medium. Constraining the abundances
of these intermediate hydrocarbon cations will shed light on the
formation routes of hydrocarbons.
In this paper, we report the first detection in the inter-
stellar medium of the l-C3H+ hydrocarbon cation toward the
Horsehead PDR (more precisely, at the peak of the HCO emis-
sion, Gerin et al. 2009). Section 2 describes the observations.
Sections 3 and 4 explain how we inferred the spectroscopic pa-
rameters associated with the set of unidentified lines, and why
we attribute these to l-C3H+. Section 5 discusses the determina-
tion of the l-C3H+ abundance and its chemistry.
2. Observations
The Horsehead WHISPER roject (Wideband High-resolut on
Ira -30 m Surveys at two Positions with Emir Receivers,
PI: J. Pety) is a complete unbi sed line survey of the 3, 2,
and 1 mm bands that is being completed at the IRAM-30 m
telescope. Two ositions are observed: 1) the “HCO peak”
(RA = 5h40m53.936s, Dec = −2◦28′00′′, J2000), which is
characteristic of the photo-dissociat on region t the surface
of h Horseh d nebula (Gerin et al. 2009); and 2) the
“DCO+ pe k” (RA = 5h40m55.61s, Dec = −2◦27′38′′, J2000),
which belongs to a cold and shielded condensation located
less than 40′′ away from the PDR edge, where HCO+ is
highly deuterated (Pety et al. 2007). The combination of
the new EMIR receivers and Fourier transform spectrometers
at the IRAM-30 m telescope yields a spectral survey with
unprecedented combination of bandwidth (36 GHz at 3 mm,
19 GHz at 2 mm, and 76 GHz at 1 mm), spectral resolution
(49 kHz at 3 and 2 mm; and 195 kHz at 1 mm), and sensi-
tivity (median noise 8.1 mK, 18.5 mK, and 8.3 mK, respec-
tively). A detailed presentation of the observing strategy and
data reduction process will be given in another paper. In short,
any frequency was observed with two diﬀerent frequency tun-
ings and the Horsehead PDR and dense core positions were
alternatively observed every 15 min. The total observing time
amounted to one hour per frequency setup and position.
In the analysis of the survey, we found an 89 mK line peak
around 89.957 GHz, that could not be associated to any transi-
tion listed in the common public catalogs: CDMS1 (Müller et al.
2001), JPL2 (Pickett et al. 1998), and splatalogue3. The observ-
ing strategy allowed us to rule out that the detected line is a
ghost line incompletely rejected from a strong line in the image
side band (the typical rejection of the EMIR sideband separating
mixers is 13 dB). Our search for an identification started with
the simplest assumption, i.e., the associated species is a linear
rigid rotor. The frequency of the transition (J + 1 → J) is then
given by
ν = 2B (J + 1), (1)
where B is th rot tional constant. In this simple model, th ratio
of line freque cies depends only o the ratio of J + 1 values. We
t u could predict diﬀerent sets of frequencies to search for com-
panion lines associated to the same species, each set associati g
a g v n J + 1 → J transition to the frequency of the detect
u identified ne, i.e., ∼89.957 GHz. The only set of frequencies
t at consistently bri gs five ther detected lines and two more
tentative det ctions less t n 1 MHz from the frequency predic-
tions was the one which associates the 89.957 GHz unid ntifi
l ne to the J = 4 → 3 transition of a linear rigid rotor. Using the
WEEDS extension (Maret et al. 2011) of the GILDAS/CLASS soft-
ware4 (Pety 2005), we quickly ruled out the assignment of any
of the detected unidentified lines to other possible species be-
cause the potential candidate species were complex molecules
for which many other expected transitions were not detected in
the survey.
Figure 1 displays the spectra at the Horsehead PDR and
dense core positions of the consistent set of eight unidentified
lines, which lie in the millimeter frequency bands. Even though
the weather conditions, the pointing and focus corrections, and
the tuning setups were shared for the two observed positions,
the unidentified lines were detected with a profile, integrated
signal-to-noise ratio between 3 and 19 at the PDR position,
1 http://www.astro.uni-koeln.de/cdms/
2 http://spec.jpl.nasa.gov/
3 http://www.splatalogue.net
4 See http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS for more information
about the GILDAS softwares.
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Fig. 1. Millimeter lines attributed to the l-C3H+ cation in the PDR (lower panels) and the dense core (upper panels) positions. The numbers above
each panel are the line rest frequencies in MHz. The spectra and the Gaussian fits are shown as black histograms and green curves, respectively.
The inferred rest frequencies are displayed as vertical dotted black lines for vlsr = 10.7 km s−1 and ±3σ noise levels as horizontal dotted red lines.
and small carbon grains to produce these hydrocarbons. Rimmer
et al. (2012) showed that using a column-dependent cosmic ray
ionization rate slightly improves the agreement between models
and observations in the Horsehead PDR. Ion-molecule reactions
with the C2H+ and C3H+ cations are thought to be the most im-
portant gas-phase channels to form small hydrocarbons (Turner
et al. 2000; Wakelam et al. 2010), but they have not yet been ob-
served in the interstellar medium. Constraining the abundances
of these intermediate hydrocarbon cations will shed light on the
formation routes of hydrocarbons.
In this paper, we report the first detection in the inter-
stellar medium of the l-C3H+ hydrocarbon cation toward the
Horsehead PDR (more precisely, at the peak of the HCO emis-
sion, Gerin et al. 2009). Section 2 describes the observations.
Sections 3 and 4 explain how we inferred the spectroscopic pa-
rameters associated with the set of unidentified lines, and why
we attribute these to l-C3H+. Section 5 discusses the determina-
tion of the l-C3H+ abundance and its chemistry.
2. Observations
The Horsehead WHISPER project (Wideband High-resolution
Iram-30 m Surveys at two Positions with Emir Receivers,
PI: J. Pety) is a complete unbiased line survey of the 3, 2,
and 1 mm bands that is being completed at the IRAM-30 m
telescope. Two positions are observed: 1) the “HCO peak”
(RA = 5h40m53.936s, Dec = −2◦28′00′′, J2000), which is
characteristic of the photo-dissociation region at the surface
of the Horsehead nebula (Gerin et al. 2009); and 2) the
“DCO+ peak” (RA = 5h40m55.61s, Dec = −2◦27′38′′, J2000),
which belongs to a cold and shielded condensation located
less than 40′′ away from the PDR edge, where HCO+ is
highly deuterated (Pety et al. 2007). The combination of
the new EMIR receivers and Fourier transform spectrometers
at the IRAM-30 m telescope yields a spectral survey with
unprecedented combination of bandwidth (36 GHz at 3 mm,
19 GHz at 2 mm, and 76 GHz at 1 mm), spectral resolution
(49 kHz at 3 and 2 mm; and 195 kHz at 1 mm), and sensi-
tivity (median noise 8.1 mK, 18.5 mK, and 8.3 mK, respec-
tively). A detailed presentation of the observing strategy and
data reduction process will be given in another paper. In short,
any frequency was observed with two diﬀerent frequency tun-
ings and the Horsehead PDR and dense core positions were
alternatively observed every 15 min. The total observing time
amounted to one hour per frequency setup and position.
In the analysis of the survey, we found an 89 mK line peak
around 89.957 GHz, that could not be associated to any transi-
tion listed in the common public catalogs: CDMS1 (Mü ler et al.
2001), JPL2 (P kett t al. 1998), and splatalogue3. T e ob erv
ing strategy all wed us to rule out that th detec ed line is a
ghost line incompletely rejected from a stro g line in the image
side band (the typical rejection of the EMIR sid band separat g
mixers is 13 dB). Our search fo an identification started with
the simplest assumption, i.e., the associated sp cies is a linear
rigid rotor. The frequency of the transition (J + 1 → J) is th n
given by
ν = 2B (J + 1), (1)
where B is the r tational co sta t. In this simple model, the ratio
of line frequencies d pends only on the ratio of J + 1 values. We
thus could predict diﬀerent sets of frequencies to search for com-
panion lines associated to the same species, each set associating
a given J + 1 → J transition to the frequency of the detected
unidentified line, i.e., ∼89.957 GHz. The only set of frequencies
that consistently brings five other detected lines and two more
tentative detections less than 1 MHz from th frequency predic-
tions was the one which associates the 89.957 GHz unidentified
line to the J = 4 → 3 transition of a linear rigid rotor. Using the
WEEDS extension (Maret et al. 2011) of the GILDAS/CLASS soft-
ware4 (Pety 2005), we quickly ruled out the assignment of any
of the etected unidentified lines to other possible pecies be-
cause the potential candidate species were complex molecules
for which many other exp cted transitions were not detected in
the survey.
Figure 1 displays th spectra at the Horsehea PDR and
dense core positions of the consistent set of eight unidentified
lines, which lie in the millimeter frequency bands. Even though
the weather conditions, the poi ting and focus corrections, and
the tuning s tups were shared for the two observed positions,
th unidentified lines were detected with profile, integrated
signal-to- oise ratio be ween 3 and 19 at the PDR position,
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4 See http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS for more information
about the GILDAS softwares.
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ABSTRACT
The rotational spectrum of l–C3H+ has been measured in the millimeter-wave band in a 4 K cryogenic ion trap
apparatus employing a novel mass-selective action spectroscopy method based on light induced reactions (LIR).
Line positions of four rotational transitions (J = 1–2 up to J = 4–5) were observed with a relative precision of
3×10−7. The experimental transition frequencies and derived spectroscopic constants agree with those from recent
astronomical observations, and unambiguously confirm the detection of this astrochemically relevant carbocation
in the Horsehead photodissociation region and toward Sgr B2(N).
Key words: astrochemistry – ISM: abundances – ISM: molecules – line: identification – methods: laboratory:
molecular – techniques: spectroscopic
1. INTRODUCTION
Small hydrocarbon molecules play an important role in the as-
trochemistry of the interstellar and circumstellar medium, lead-
ing to the formation of large organic molecules and ultimately
to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and carbonaceous
dust (Bettens & Herbst 1997; Tielens 2008). In UV-rich en-
vironments, like diffuse clouds and photodissociation regions
(PDRs), they can be exceptional tracers of the interplay between
PAH formation and their photo-destruction (Pety et al. 2005).
Whereas small neutral hydrocarbons like C3H2 and C2H are
commonly used as probes for physical and chemical conditions
in the interstellar medium (Lucas & Liszt 2000; Teyssier et al.
2004), observations of reactive carbocations, important interme-
diates in carbon astrochemistry (Turner et al. 2000; Wakelam
et al. 2010) have so far been limited to C+ and CH+ (e.g., Langer
et al. 2010; Pe´rez-Beaupuits et al. 2012; Habart et al. 2010;
Nagy et al. 2013), mostly due to a lack of accurate laboratory
spectroscopic work on larger species.
Recently, Pety et al. (2012) attributed a series of rotational
emission lines observed at millimeter-wavelengths toward the
Horsehead PDR to the carbocation l–C3H+. The identification
was based on spectroscopic constants resulting from a simul-
taneous fit of six (plus two tentatively) detected harmonically
related rotational lines to a closed-shell linear-rotor Hamilto-
nian. The derived rotational constant B ∼ 11.245 GHz agreed
well with the value obtained from previous theoretical quantum-
chemical calculations of l–C3H+, the closed-shell (1Σ+) isomeric
ground state of the ion with this chemical composition (Ikuta
1997 and references therein). More recently, absorption features
belonging to the same series of lines, but to two lower rotational
transitions, have been detected in the cold, diffuse gas surround-
ing the high-mass star-forming region Sgr B2(N) (McGuire et al.
2013b), and in the diffuse clouds in the line of sight toward
this source (McGuire et al. 2013a). However, in the absence
of laboratory spectroscopic data, the assignment of l–C3H+ as
the carrier of the observed astronomical lines was questioned
by Huang et al. (2013), on the basis of state-of-the-art high-
accuracy ab initio calculations. Their calculated equilibrium D
and H centrifugal distortion constants are significantly smaller
than those obtained by Pety et al. (2012) and McGuire et al.
(2013b). As an alternative, Fortenberry et al. (2013) proposed
the anion l–C3H− to be the source of the observed series of lines
because of a better match of the spectroscopic constants with
high-level ab initio calculations.
As has been discussed by McGuire et al. (2013a), there ex-
ists observational evidence against an assignment to the quasi-
linear, energetically high-lying l–C3H−, thereby supporting the
original attribution to l–C3H+. One argument is that no other
molecular anion has ever been observed in either the Horsehead
PDR or toward Sgr B2(N) (Agu´ndez et al. 2008; Gupta et al.
2009), regions extremely rich in neutral molecular and cationic
species. Similarly, no transitions belonging to l–C3H−/+ were
clearly detected in the dark cloud TMC-1 or the circumstel-
lar envelope around the late-type star IRC+10216 (McGuire
et al. 2013a), whereas these are the prototypical sources where
other carbon chain anions were detected (McCarthy et al. 2006;
Cernicharo et al. 2007; Bru¨nken et al. 2007; Kawaguchi et al.
2007). These are, however, somewhat inconclusive arguments,
since the chemistry of formation and destruction of l–C3H−
may be quite different from that of other astronomical carbon
chain anions detected so far (Herbst & Osamura 2008; Senent
& Hochlaf 2013). A conclusive assignment of the carrier of
the astronomically observed lines can only be provided by lab-
oratory spectroscopy. McCarthy and coworkers were able to
reproduce a pair of the astronomical lines using Fourier trans-
form microwave spectroscopy. Their preliminary laboratory
evidence pointed towards l–C3H + , but the charge state of the
carrier could not definitively be determined (M. C. McCarthy
et al. 2013, private communication). It is the purpose of this
letter to describe the unambiguous laboratory measurement of
the rotational spectrum of l–C3H+.
2. LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS
The four rotational lines (J = 1–2 up to J = 4–5) of l–C3H+
presented here were measured with a novel action spectroscopic
scheme based on the method of light induced reactions (LIR),
which has been developed in our group and successfully used
to record rovibrational and rotational spectra of cold, mass-
selected transient cations (Schlemmer et al. 2002; Asvany
et al. 2008). The new method utilizes a change in the rate of
1
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Table 1. Sources, coordinates, VLSR, and source type for the targeted search.
Source ↵(J2000)  (J2000) VLSR (km s 1) Notes
Sgr B2(OH) 17:47:20.8 -28:23:32 64 Galactic Center, Hot Core
Sgr A* 17:45:37.7 -29:00:58 20 Galactic Center, PDR
NGC 7023 21:01:33.9 +68:10:33 3 PDR
L 183 15:54:08.5 -02:52:48 2.5 Dark Cloud
IRC+10216 09:47:57.4 +13:16:44 -26 C-rich Circumstellar Envelope
M17-I 18:20:25.1 -16:11:49 20 Star Forming Region, PDR
IRAS 16293 16:32:22.6 -24:28:33 3 Cold Core
S140 A 22:19:12.1 +63:18:06 -7.6 PDR
S140 B 22:19:17.3 +68:18:08 -7.6 PDR
CIT 6 10:16:02.3 +30:34:18 -2 C-rich Circumstellar Envelope
CB 228 20:51:20.5 +56:15:45 -1.6 Translucent Cloud
G+0.18-0.04 17:46:11.3 -28:48:22 72 Galactic Center, Molecular Cloud
W51e2 19:23:43.9 +14:30:35 55 Hot Core
Orion Bar 05:35:20.6 -05:25:14 10.4 PDR
Table 2. Sources, coordinates, VLSR, and source type for each observed source from
the unbiased line surveys.
Source ↵(J2000)  (J2000) VLSR (km s 1) Notes
L1448 MM-1 03:25:38.80 +30:44:05.0 0.0 Class 0 + outflow
NGC 1333 IRAS 2A 03:28:55.40 +31:14:35.0 7.8 Hot Corino
NGC 1333 IRAS 4A 03:29:10.30 +31:13:31.0 6.8 Hot Corino
NGC 1333 IRAS 4B 03:29:11.99 +31:13:08.9 5.0 Hot Corino
Orion-KL 05:35:14.16 -05:22:21.5 8.0 Hot Core
NGC 2264 06:41:12.00 +09:29:09.0 7.6 Hot Core
NGC 6334-29 17:19:57.00 -35:57:51.0 -5.0 Class 0
NGC 6334-38 17:20:18.00 -35:54:42.0 -5.0 Class 0
NGC 6334-43 17:20:23.00 -35:54:55.0 -2.6 Class 0
NGC 6334-I(N) 17:20:55.00 -35:45:40.0 -2.6 Class 0
Sgr B2(N-LMH) 17:47:19.89 -28:22:19.3 64 Hot Core
GAL 10.47+0.03 18:08:38.40 -19:51:51.8 67.8 HII region
GAL 12.21-0.10 18:12:39.70 -18:24:20.9 24.0 HII region
GAL 12.91-00.26 18:14:39.00 -17:52:0.30 37.5 Hot Core
HH 80-81 18:19:12.30 -20:47:27.5 12.2 Outflow
GAL 19.61-0.23 18:27:37.99 -11:56:42.0 40.0 Hot Core
GAL 24.33+0.11 MM1 18:35:08.14 -07:35:01.1 113.4 Hot Core
GAL 24.78+0.08 18:36:12.60 -07:11:11.0 111.0 Hot Core
GAL 31.41+0.31 18:47:34.61 -01:12:42.8 97.0 Hot Core
GAL 34.3+0.20 18:53:18.54 +01:14:57.9 58.0 Hot Core
GAL 45.47+0.05 19:14:25.60 +11:09:26.0 62.0 Hot Core
GAL 75.78+0.34 20:21:44.09 +37:26:39.8 4.0 HII region
W75N 20:38:36.60 +42:37:32.0 10.0 Hot Core
DR21(OH) 20:39:01.10 +42:22:49.1 -3.0 Hot Core
L1157-MM 20:39:06.20 +68:02:16.0 2.7 Class 0 + outflow
NT =
3k
8⇡3
⇥ Qre
Eu/Tex
⌫Sµ2
⇥
p
⇡
2ln2
⇥  Tmb V/⌘b
1  (eh⌫/kTex 1)
(e
h⌫/kTbg 1)
cm 2(1)
Here, NT is the total column density, Qr is the rota-
tional partition function, Eu is the upper state energy, Tex
is the excitation temperature, ⌫ is the frequency of the tran-
sition, Sµ2 is the transition strength,  Tmb is the peak line
intensity,  V is the line width, ⌘b is the beam e ciency
at frequency ⌫, and Tbg is the background temperature. The
source of the emission is assumed to completely fill the ⇠3000
beam.
For all sources in the targeted search,  Tmb was taken
as the RMS noise of the appropriately smoothed spectrum
and  V was determined by a Gaussian fit to the nearby
C17O line when present and not obviously masing. In some
cases, such as the clearly masing Sgr A* signal or completely
empty spectra, a literature value was used (see notes in Ta-
ble 3). Partition functions were calculated using Equation
2 for l-C3H
+ and 3 for C3H
  (cf. Gordy & Cook 1984) as
described by McGuire et al. (2014).
Qr(l-C3H
+) ⇡ kT
hB
= 1.85(T ) (2)
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Figure 1. J = 9   8, 10   9, and 11   10 transitions of B11244 observed toward the Orion Bar PDR. The spectra are corrected for
an observed source LSR velocity of 10.4 km s 1 and have been baseline subtracted and Hanning smoothed to a resolution of 488 kHz
(⇠0.7 km s 1).
Qr(C3H
 ) ⇡ 5.34⇥ 10
6
 
✓
T 3
ABC
◆1/2
= 0.65(Tex)
3/2 (3)
To calculate upper limits, we use the molecule-specific
parameters given in McGuire et al. (2013a) and McGuire et
al. (2014) and the upper limit  Tmb and  V values given
in Table 3. For these frequency ranges at the CSO, ⌘b is
⇠0.70. Upper limits for each molecule in these sources, near
the two extremes of temperature so far attributed to B11244,
are shown in Table 4.
4 DISCUSSION
Of the 39 source searched in this work, B11244 has been
detected in only a single one: the Orion Bar PDR. This
extends the list of environments in which B11244 is known
to be present to three: the Orion Bar PDR, the Horsehead
PDR, and Sgr B2(N), with tenuous evidence in Sgr B2(OH)
and TMC-1.
The lack of detection of B11244, in reasonably high-
sensitivity observations, toward any molecularly-rich hot
core source outside of Sgr B2(N) is puzzling. Indeed, the
detection in Sgr B2(N) by McGuire et al. (2013a) may have
been fortuitous - the highly sub-thermal nature of the ob-
served absorption features may have allowed their observa-
tion despite an otherwise un-observably low abundance.
Perhaps more puzzling is the lack of detection in the
majority of the PDR sources observed here. While the list
of PDRs observed is by no means exhaustive, it raises the
question: “What conditions in the Orion Bar and Horsehead
PDRs favor the production of B11244?” Without a larger
sample size, it is di cult to say. Many of these regions have
structure on scales larger than the CSO beam, so it is also
possible that the pointing positions used in our targeted
survey were not optimally selected.
In their study, McGuire et al. (2014) cite the presence
of B11244 in an enhanced ultraviolet (FUV) radiation field,
which is known to be destructive to anionic species, as ev-
idence against the assignment of B11244 to C3H
 . While
the FUV radiation field in the Horsehead PDR is ⇠60 times
the standard interstellar value in Draine units (Draine 1978;
Habart et al. 2005), the field in the Orion Bar PDR is far
higher at ⇠2.5 ⇥ 104 the standard value (Marconi et al.
1998; Goicoechea et al. 2011). In contrast, the abundance
of B11244 relative to H2 is almost a factor of 10 higher in
the Horsehead PDR.2 This may suggest that B11244 is only
e ciently formed in regions of moderate FUV enhancement.
As discussed in McGuire et al. (2014), the presence of
large FUV radiation strongly disfavors the existence of an-
ionic species. Thus, the detection of B11244 in the vicinity
of such a large field also provides further evidence against
the attribution of C3H
  as the carrier. It should be noted
again, however, that the field of view of the CSO is large,
and B11244 may not be subject to the full radiation field dis-
cussed here, especially if the emission is arising from deeper
behind the PDR front. Only a dedicated mapping survey
could provide such information. Further, the presence of this
field provides little evidence for or against the assignment of
B11244 to l-C3H
+.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have examined the results of both a dedicated cam-
paign targeting B11244 in 14 sources, as well as 25 addi-
tional sources from an unbiased molecular line survey with
frequency coverage coincident with B11244 transitions. We
detect the presence of B11244 in only a single source - the
Orion Bar PDR. This detection casts further doubt on the
attribution of B11244 to the anion C3H
 , and suggests that
the presence of an enhanced FUV radiation field may be
necessary to form B11244 in detectable abundance at LTE.
Further dedicated searches targeting various environments
within PDR sources, as well as interferometric studies, will
likely be required to understand the ideal formation condi-
tions for this molecule.
2 The abundance is the Horsehead PDR is ⇠6⇥ 10 11 (Pety et
al. 2012) versus ⇠8 ⇥ 10 12 in the Orion Bar PDR (H2 column
density from Habart et al. (2010)), assuming it is l-C3H+.
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Fig. 2. High angular resolution maps of the integrated intensity of H13CO+, HCO, C2H, and c-C3H2, and the 7.7 µm PAH emission. Maps are
rotated by 14◦ counter-clockwise around the projection center, located at (δx, δy) = (20′′, 0′′), to bring the illuminated star direction in the
horizontal direction. The horizontal zero is set at the PDR edge. The emission of all lines is integrated between 10.1 and 11.1 km s−1. Displayed
integrated intensities are expressed in the main beam temperature scale. Contour levels are shown in the grey-scale lookup tables. The red vertical
line shows the PDR edge and the blue and green crosses show the dense core and PDR positions, respectively.
Fig. 3. Integrated intensity profiles across the PDR photo-dissociation
front of the l-C3H+, HCO, H13CO+, and C2H species (IRAM-30 m).
The cut would appear horizontal at δy = 0′′ in Fig. 2. The observed
lines are summarized in Table 2.
of mild summer weather (typically 11 mm of precipitable water
vapor), but they all were well-detected nevertheless. At 29′′ res-
olution, it is clear that the unidentified species cut peaks in the
UV-illuminated part of the Horsehead mane in the same way as
HCO and C2H, while H13CO+ peaks in the dense core, shielded
from the UV field. This led us to conclude that the species is a
reactive molecule with a spatial distribution similar to small hy-
drocarbon chains. For reference, Fig. 2 displays the integrated
intensity emission of the same lines, imaged at ∼6′′ with the
Plateau de Bure Interferometer (Pety et al. 2007; Gerin et al.
2009; Pety et al. 2005), plus the 7.7 µm PAH emission imaged
at ∼6′′ with ISO (Abergel et al. 2003).
The quality of the spectroscopic fit suggests that the
molecule is a linear rotor with a 1Σ electronic ground state,
i.e., with a closed electronic shell. The rotational constant is B ∼
11.24 GHz, which implies the presence of several heavy atoms
in the species. According to the literature, the most probable can-
ditate is the l-C3H+ cation. Indeed, ab initio calculation implies
that 1) the linear structure is the most stable; 2) it has the right
electronic state; and 3) the computed rotational constant value
is about 11.1 GHz (Radom et al. 1976; Wilson & Green 1980,
1982; Cooper & Murphy 1988; Ikuta 1997). Experimental spec-
troscopic confirmation for this cation is being performed at the
PhLAM laboratory in Lille (Bailleux & Margules, priv. comm.).
Table 2. Lines simultaneously observed in the cut displayed in Fig. 3.
Species Transition Frequency
MHz
H13CO+ J = 1−0 86 754.2884
HCO 10,1, 1/2, 1−00,0, 1/2, 1 86 777.4600
C2H N = 1−0, J = 3/2−1/2, F = 2−1 87 316.8980
l-C3H+ J = 4−3 89 957.6250
Wilson & Green (1980) estimated the dipole moment of this
cation to be 2.6 Debye, but this is a rather old value. We therefore
computed it again with more sophisticated ab initio techniques
of quantum chemistry, as implemented in the MOLPRO suite
of programs5. We used the CASSCF-MRCI level of theory with
the correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets of Woon &
Dunning (1993) for all atoms. The active space of the CASSCF
included the n = 2 orbitals of carbon and the 1S orbital of H.
The geometry was first optimized at the CASSCF level, leading
to bond distances for l-C3H+ (1.090 Å, 1.246 Å, 1.355 Å) that
perfectly match the results obtained in Ikuta (1997). The dipole
moment was then computed at the center of mass of the molecule
for the CASSCF optimized geometry. The resulting dipole mo-
ment of l-C3H+ is 3 Debye at the CASSCF-MRCI level of the-
ory, i.e., close to the initial value of Wilson & Green (1980). We
used the new value to compute the column density of l-C3H+.
5. l-C3H+ abundance and chemistry
We used the formalism of the rotational diagram to estimate the
column density of l-C3H+. Goldsmith & Langer (1999) give the
expressions for the level energies, the quantum level degenera-
cies, the Einstein coeﬃcients, and the partition function Z(T ) for
a rigid rotor of dipole moment, µ. For instance, the Einstein co-
eﬃcients are given by
AJ+1→J =
64π4ν3µ2
3 h c3
J + 1
2J + 3 , (4)
where h and c are the Planck constant and the light speed, respec-
tively. Using these formula, we are able to compute the rotational
diagram, assuming 1) that the lines are optically thin (τ < 1); and
2) that the l-C3H+ emission is co-spatial with the illuminated
filament of the C2H emission, i.e., it approximately fills as a
Gaussian filament of ∼12′′ width in the δx direction, infinite size
5 Werner & Knowles, MOLPRO (version 2002.6) package of ab initio
254 programs, 2002.
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Fig. 2. High angular resolution maps of the integrated intensity of H13CO+, HCO, C2H, and c-C3H2, and the 7.7 µm PAH emission. Maps are
rotated by 14◦ counter-clockwise around the projection center, located at (δx, δy) = (20′′, 0′′), to bring the illuminated star direction in the
horizontal direction. The horizontal zero is set at the PDR edge. The emission of all lines is integrated between 10.1 and 11.1 km s−1. Displayed
integrated intensities are expressed in the main beam temperature scale. Contour levels are shown in the grey-scale lookup tables. The red vertical
line shows the PDR edge and the blue and green crosses show the dense core and PDR positions, respectively.
Fig. 3. Integrated intensity profiles across the PDR photo-dissociation
front of the l-C3H+, HCO, H13CO+, and C2H species (IRAM-30 m).
The cut would appear horizontal at δy = 0′′ in Fig. 2. The observed
lines are summarized in Table 2.
of mild summer weather (typically 11 mm of precipitable water
vapor), but they all were well-detected nevertheless. At 29′′ res-
olution, it is clear that the unidentified species cut peaks in the
UV-illuminated part of the Horsehead mane in the same way as
HCO and C2H, while H13CO+ peaks in the dense core, shielded
from the UV field. This led us to conclude that the species is a
reactive molecule with a spatial distribution similar to small hy-
drocarbon chains. For reference, Fig. 2 displays the integrated
intensity emission of the same lines, imaged at ∼6′′ with the
Plateau de Bure Interferometer (Pety et al. 2007; Gerin et al.
2009; Pety et al. 2005), plus the 7.7 µm PAH emission imaged
at ∼6′′ with ISO (Abergel et al. 2003).
The quality of the spectroscopic fit suggests that the
molecule is a linear rotor with a 1Σ electronic ground state,
i.e., with a closed electronic shell. The rotational constant is B ∼
11.24 GHz, which implies the presence of several heavy atoms
in the species. According to the literature, the most probable can-
ditate is the l-C3H+ cation. Indeed, ab initio calculation implies
that 1) the linear structure is the most stable; 2) it has the right
electronic state; and 3) the computed rotational constant value
is about 11.1 GHz (Radom et al. 1976; Wilson & Green 1980,
1982; Cooper & Murphy 1988; Ikuta 1997). Experimental spec-
troscopic confirmation for this cation is being performed at the
PhLAM laboratory in Lille (Bailleux & Margules, priv. comm.).
Table 2. Lines simultaneously observed in the cut displayed in Fig. 3.
Species Transition Frequency
MHz
H13CO+ J = 1−0 86 754.2884
HCO 10,1, 1/2, 1−00,0, 1/2, 1 86 777.4600
C2H N = 1−0, J = 3/2−1/2, F = 2−1 87 316.8980
l-C3H+ J = 4−3 89 957.6250
Wilson & Green (1980) estimated the dipole moment of this
cation to be 2.6 Debye, but this is a rather old value. We therefore
computed it again with more sophisticated ab initio techniques
of quantum chemistry, as implemented in the MOLPRO suite
of programs5. We used the CASSCF-MRCI level of theory with
the correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets of Woon &
Dunning (1993) for all atoms. The active space of the CASSCF
included the n = 2 orbitals of carbon and the 1S orbital of H.
The geometry was first optimized at the CASSCF level, leading
to bond distances for l-C3H+ (1.090 Å, 1.246 Å, 1.355 Å) that
perfectly match the results obtained in Ikuta (1997). The dipole
moment was then computed at the center of mass of the molecule
for the CASSCF optimized geometry. The resulting dipole mo-
ment of l-C3H+ is 3 Debye at the CASSCF-MRCI level of the-
ory, i.e., close to the initial value of Wilson & Green (1980). We
used the new value to compute the column density of l-C3H+.
5. l-C3H+ abundance and chemistry
We used the formalism of the rotational diagram to estimate the
column density of l-C3H+. Goldsmith & Langer (1999) give the
expressions for the level energies, the quantum level degenera-
cies, the Einstein coeﬃcients, and the partition function Z(T ) for
a rigid rotor of dipole moment, µ. For instance, the Einstein co-
eﬃcients are given by
AJ+1→J =
64π4ν3µ2
3 h c3
J + 1
2J + 3 , (4)
where h and c are the Planck constant and the light speed, respec-
tively. Using these formula, we are able to compute the rotational
diagram, assuming 1) that the lines are optically thin (τ < 1); and
2) that the l-C3H+ emission is co-spatial with the illuminated
filament of the C2H emission, i.e., it approximately fills as a
Gaussian filament of ∼12′′ width in the δx direction, infinite size
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Fig. 2. High angular resolution maps of the integrated intensity of H13CO+, HCO, C2H, and c-C3H2, and the 7.7 µm PAH emission. Maps are
rotated by 14◦ counter-clockwise around the projection center, located at (δx, δy) = (20′′, 0′′), to bring the illuminated star direction in the
horizontal direction. The horizontal zero is set at the PDR edge. The emission of all lines is integrated between 10.1 and 11.1 km s−1. Displayed
integrated intensities are expressed in the main beam temperature scale. Contour levels are shown in the grey-scale lookup tables. The red vertical
line shows the PDR edge and the blue and green crosses show the dense core and PDR positions, respectively.
Fig. 3. Integrated intensity profiles across the PDR photo-dissociation
front of the l-C3H+, HCO, H13CO+, and C2H species (IRAM-30 m).
The cut would appear horizontal at δy = 0′′ in Fig. 2. The observed
lines are summarized in Table 2.
of mild summer weather (typically 11 mm of precipitable water
vapor), but they all were well-detected nevertheless. At 29′′ res-
olution, it is clear that the unidentified species cut peaks in the
UV-illuminated part of the Horsehead mane in the same way as
HCO and C2H, while H13CO+ peaks in the dense core, shielded
from the UV field. This led us to conclude that the species is a
reactive molecule with a spatial distribution similar to small hy-
drocarbon chains. For reference, Fig. 2 displays the integrated
intensity emission of the same lines, imaged at ∼6′′ with the
Plateau de Bure Interferometer (Pety et al. 2007; Gerin et al.
2009; Pety et al. 2005), plus the 7.7 µm PAH emission imaged
at ∼6′′ with ISO (Abergel et al. 2003).
The quality of the spectroscopic fit suggests that the
molecule is a linear rotor with a 1Σ electronic ground state,
i.e., with a closed electronic shell. The rotational constant is B ∼
11.24 GHz, which implies the presence of several heavy atoms
in the species. According to the literature, the most probable can-
ditate is the l-C3H+ cation. Indeed, ab initio calculation implies
that 1) the linear structure is the most stable; 2) it has the right
electronic state; and 3) the computed rotational constant value
is about 11.1 GHz (Radom et al. 1976; Wilson & Green 1980,
1982; Cooper & Murphy 1988; Ikuta 1997). Experimental spec-
troscopic confirmation for this cation is being performed at the
PhLAM laboratory in Lille (Bailleux & Margules, priv. comm.).
Table 2. Lines simultaneously observed in the cut displayed in Fig. 3.
Species Transition Frequency
MHz
H13CO+ J = 1−0 86 754.2884
HCO 10,1, 1/2, 1−00,0, 1/2, 1 86 777.4600
C2H N = 1−0, J = 3/2−1/2, F = 2−1 87 316.8980
l-C3H+ J = 4−3 89 957.6250
Wilson & Green (1980) estimated the dipole moment of this
cation to be 2.6 Debye, but this is a rather old value. We therefore
computed it again with more sophisticated ab initio techniques
of quantum chemistry, as implemented in the MOLPRO suite
of programs5. We used the CASSCF-MRCI level of theory with
the correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets of Woon &
Dunning (1993) for all atoms. The active space of the CASSCF
included the n = 2 orbitals of carbon and the 1S orbital of H.
The geometry was first optimized at the CASSCF level, leading
to bond distances for l-C3H+ (1.090 Å, 1.246 Å, 1.355 Å) that
perfectly match the results obtained in Ikuta (1997). The dipole
moment was then computed at the center of mass of the molecule
for the CASSCF optimized geometry. The resulting dipole mo-
ment of l-C3H+ is 3 Debye at the CASSCF-MRCI level of the-
ory, i.e., close to the initial value of Wilson & Green (1980). We
used the new value to compute the column density of l-C3H+.
5. l-C3H+ abundance and chemistry
We used the formalism of the rotational diagram to estimate the
column density of l-C3H+. Goldsmith & Langer (1999) give the
expressions for the level energies, the quantum level degenera-
cies, the Einstein coeﬃcients, and the partition function Z(T ) for
a rigid rotor of dipole moment, µ. For instance, the Einstein co-
eﬃcients are given by
AJ+1→J =
64π4ν3µ2
3 h c3
J + 1
2J + 3 , (4)
where h and c are the Planck constant and the light speed, respec-
tively. Using these formula, we are able to compute the rotational
diagram, assuming 1) that the lines are optically thin (τ < 1); and
2) that the l-C3H+ emission is co-spatial with the illuminated
filament of the C2H emission, i.e., it approximately fills as a
Gaussian filament of ∼12′′ width in the δx direction, infinite size
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Fig. 2. High angular resolution maps of the integrated intensity of H13CO+, HCO, C2H, and c-C3H2, and the 7.7 µm PAH emission. Maps are
rotated by 14◦ counter-clockwise around the projection center, located at (δx, δy) = (20′′, 0′′), to bring the illuminated star direction in the
horizontal direction. The horizontal zero is set at the PDR edge. The emission of all lines is integrated between 10.1 and 11.1 km s−1. Displayed
integrated intensities are expressed in the main beam temperature scale. Contour levels are shown in the grey-scale lookup tables. The red vertical
line shows the PDR edge and the blue and green crosses show the dense core and PDR positions, respectively.
Fig. 3. Integrated intensity profiles across the PDR photo-dissociation
front of the l-C3H+, HCO, H13CO+, and C2H species (IRAM-30 m).
The cut would appear horizontal at δy = 0′′ in Fig. 2. The observed
lines are summarized in Table 2.
of mild summer weather (typically 11 mm of precipitable water
vapor), but they all were well-detected nevertheless. At 29′′ res-
olution, it is clear that the unidentified species cut peaks in the
UV-illuminated part of the Horsehead mane in the same way as
HCO and C2H, while H13CO+ peaks in the dense core, shielded
from the UV field. This led us to conclude that the species is a
reactive molecule with a spatial distribution similar to small hy-
drocarbon chains. For reference, Fig. 2 displays the integrated
intensity emission of the same lines, imaged at ∼6′′ with the
Plateau de Bure Interferometer (Pety et al. 2007; Gerin et al.
2009; Pety et al. 2005), plus the 7.7 µm PAH emission imaged
at ∼6′′ with ISO (Abergel et al. 2003).
The quality of the spectroscopic fit suggests that the
molecule is a linear rotor with a 1Σ electronic ground state,
i.e., with a closed electronic shell. The rotational constant is B ∼
11.24 GHz, which implies the presence of several heavy atoms
in the species. According to the literature, the most probable can-
ditate is the l-C3H+ cation. Indeed, ab initio calculation implies
that 1) the linear structure is the most stable; 2) it has the right
electronic state; and 3) the computed rotational constant value
is about 11.1 GHz (Radom et al. 1976; Wilson & Green 1980,
1982; Cooper & Murphy 1988; Ikuta 1997). Experimental spec-
troscopic confirmation for this cation is being performed at the
PhLAM laboratory in Lille (Bailleux & Margules, priv. comm.).
Table 2. Lines simultaneously observed in the cut displayed in Fig. 3.
Species Transition Frequency
MHz
H13CO+ J = 1−0 86 754.2884
HCO 10,1, 1/2, 1−00,0, 1/2, 1 86 777.4600
C2H N = 1−0, J = 3/2−1/2, F = 2−1 87 316.8980
l-C3H+ J = 4−3 89 957.6250
Wilson & Green (1980) estimated the dipole moment of this
cation to be 2.6 Debye, but this is a rather old value. We therefore
computed it again with more sophisticated ab initio techniques
of quantum chemistry, as implemented in the MOLPRO suite
of programs5. We used the CASSCF-MRCI level of theory with
the correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets of Woon &
Dunning (1993) for all atoms. The active space of the CASSCF
included the n = 2 orbitals of carbon and the 1S orbital of H.
The geometry was first optimized at the CASSCF level, leading
to bond distances for l-C3H+ (1.090 Å, 1.246 Å, 1.355 Å) that
perfectly match the results obtained in Ikuta (1997). The dipole
moment was then computed at the center of mass of the molecule
for the CASSCF optimized geometry. The resulting dipole mo-
ment of l-C3H+ is 3 Debye at the CASSCF-MRCI level of the-
ory, i.e., close to the initial value of Wilson & Green (1980). We
used the new value to compute the column density of l-C3H+.
5. l-C3H+ abundance and chemistry
We used the formalism of the rotational diagram to estimate the
column density of l-C3H+. Goldsmith & Langer (1999) give the
expressions for the level energies, the quantum level degenera-
cies, the Einstein coeﬃcients, and the partition function Z(T ) for
a rigid rotor of dipole moment, µ. For instance, the Einstein co-
eﬃcients are given by
AJ+1→J =
64π4ν3µ2
3 h c3
J + 1
2J + 3 , (4)
where h and c are the Planck constant and the light speed, respec-
tively. Using these formula, we are able to compute the rotational
diagram, assuming 1) that the lines are optically thin (τ < 1); and
2) that the l-C3H+ emission is co-spatial with the illuminated
filament of the C2H emission, i.e., it approximately fills as a
Gaussian filament of ∼12′′ width in the δx direction, infinite size
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“… l-CH3+ has an important role […] and it seems warranted to 
study its distribution […] It is recommendable to start this 
project using a small array.”
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Through a combined effort of 
Observation, Theory/Modeling, 
and Laboratory Astrophysics, a 
new species was identified in the 
ISM. 
!
Now we need to extend our 
understanding of where l-C3H+ is 
present, so that we might 
discover what it can tell us about 
the chemistry and physics of 
those environments.
